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HISTORY

K

limer is proud to be a part
of the Mast Climbing Work
Platform industry for over
24 years, as well as a member
of the SIAC since 2000.

Klimer Platforms Inc. was established
in 1993 by Jay Gordon. It began as a
supplier of the Alimak Mast Climbing
work platform to the North American
construction market. In 1999, the decision
was made to invest in a Research and
Development Program in order to develop
Klimer’s own mast climbing work platform,
the KPM-8. The move was driven by
client’s requests for an MCWP that better
met the demands of the North American
construction industry.
In 2005, Klimer designed and developed its
second mast climbing work platform: the
KlimerLite. The KlimerLite was introduced
as a compact, lighter duty version of the
heavy-duty KPM-8. Two years later, Klimer
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brought its first in the series of Klimer
Transport Platforms to the industry. It was
designed for efficient transport of man and
material, without the need of a dedicated
operator. In 2011, Klimer acquired Valco
and added two regional offices in Canton,
OH and China Grove, North Carolina. Two
years ago, Klimer added its third regional
office in Calgary, AB and most recently
opened in Easton, Maryland to service the
northeastern U.S. market.

REFLECTING ON 2016

Our network of regional offices combined
with our dealer network across Canada and
the U.S. as well as an increasing demand for
our products and services were key factors
triggering an introspective look this past
year. Determining what it takes to grow as
a company, meet and exceed the needs of
our customers, and invest in our business
continues to be a focus going into 2017.
With this in mind, we have been expanding
the role of our regional management team
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to lead the organization, we have added
a general manager in our Milton head
office that has a proven track record with
branch networks, and we are putting the
final touches on a new Klimer look for
introduction in 2017 that really sets the
stage for Klimer for the next several years.
Continuing the partnership with our loyal
customer base, as well as building new
relationships, contributed to our success
in 2016. Two recent Canadian projects,
the HBC tower retrofit project and Rogers
Place arena, were highlights of our year,
proving our versatility, engineering
capabilities and total project solutions.

HBC – THE SIMPSONS TOWER

We are currently supplying a full access
and material handling solution for a
47-storey tower retrofit project on the
iconic Hudson’s Bay Company building in
the heart of downtown Toronto. Since the
tower is located at one of the city’s busiest
intersections, the focus to keep pedestrians
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safe and occupants in the building
undisturbed was pivotal. No available
staging area or material pathway were
challenges overcome by a combination
of engineering expertise, high
performance KPM-8 work platforms
and the KTP-5 transport platform.

ROGERS PLACE
We were honoured to be shortlisted for
Project of the Year at the Access, Lift &
Handlers Conference & Awards for our
contribution to the Rogers Place arena in
Edmonton. Multiple trades – including
the building envelope contractor,
plumbers, electricians and others – carried
out their work on the 24 KlimerLite mast
climbers designed to provide full access
to the architecturally challenging curved
façade. The unique design of the arena
required us to proficiently plan the design,
location, orientation and ties to the
structure, which were all components of
Klimer’s site solution.

Hudsons Bay Project
– The Simpson Tower

LOOKING INTO 2017

We are excited to announce we have
acquired the rights to manufacture the
Hydek mast-climbing work platform and
will begin production of the next generation
this year. With a goal to combine the
features that have been most enjoyed by
current users with Klimer’s ease-of-use
drive system, the Hydek will become our
dedicated masonry machine. Building off
of Hydek’s current support network of
core clients, we plan to continue to grow
those relationships through innovation,
the investment in future developments
and collaboration.
We are also excited to reveal our refreshed
brand in the coming months. The
reinvigoration of the brand was a natural
step in the evolution of the company. The
new brand puts a special emphasis on
customer experience, communicating our
story effectively in terms of what we can
offer the market, and lends a tremendous
amount of inspiration to the internal team.

KLIMER’S VISION:
We see complex problems solved. We see more creative architecture and building
projects. We see builders, engineers, project managers and crew leaders sleeping
well at night knowing their crews are safe and their costs are under control. We
see ROI realized through improved productivity and profitability.

WHAT WE OFFER OUR
CUSTOMERS

We custom design, rent and sell our
heavy-duty KPM-8, medium-light duty
KlimerLite work platforms, and KTP
Series of transport platforms for material
handling. These drive units are the
backbone of our business with a proven
track record of performance. Our plans
are to build off the strength of these
drive systems with enhanced platform
innovations for material handling, loading
and user safety. Klimer has been an
industry leader in platform configuration,
tackling some of the industry’s more
challenging projects, and will continue to
expand the potential of platforms for access
and material handling.
In addition to our unrivalled high
performance platforms, we also provide:

· Access project management
Total solutions approach &
· advisory
services
· On-site training
· Installation & dismantle
· On-call/on-site service technician
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